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Abstract 
Within a duopoly strategic trade policy model, we 

analyze the effect of foreign strategic trade policy on 
domestic welfare when the domestic government pursues a 
laissez-faire import policy.  With Cournot competition and 
domestic production and consumption, an increase in the 
foreign strategic export subsidy increases domestic welfare 
when the domestic price exceeds the foreign firm marginal 
cost.  With Bertrand competition, an increase in the foreign 
strategic export tax effect has ambiguous effects on 
domestic welfare and depends on the degree of product 
differentiation and domestic cross-price elasticity of 
demand between domestic and foreign goods.  
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1.  Introduction. 

Even if optimal trade policies under oligopoly have been widely studied3 some 
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strategic choice (i.e., an export subsidy). Collie (1991b) builds on Dixit by 

focusing on foreign incentives for export subsidies in the presence of home 

countervailing tariffs.   He finds that a foreign export subsidy always increases 

domestic welfare if the domestic country pursues an optimal trade policy.  

Our paper follows Collie (1991b) but assumes that the domestic government 

does not intervene in response to the foreign strategic trade policy.  We assume 

that domestic welfare consists of the sum of consumer surplus and producer 

profit so that tariff/subsidy budget effects are ignored.  We show that with 

Cournot competition (i.e., when strategic variables are substitutes), while the 

domestic firm suffers from the foreign subsidy, the home country’s consumers 

always gain enough from a small increase in the strategic foreign subsidy to 

increase net domestic welfare, as long as the foreign firm’s price exceeds its 

marginal production cost, i.e., it is not dumping.  In the Bertrand case with 

differentiated products (strategic complements), the foreign export tax helps the 

domestic firm but harms the domestic consumer.  The net effect on domestic 

welfare with a domestic laissez-faire policy depends on a number of parameters, 

including most importantly the cross-price elasticity of domestic demand 

between domestic and foreign output. But once again, we find that domestic 

welfare can rise with foreign optimal intervention.7  

   

2.  Welfare effects of strategic trade policies in the case of a laissez-faire 

policy. 

2.1  Cournot Competition–Strategic substitutes. 

Consider a domestic and a foreign firm producing a homogenous good and 

competing in a Cournot fashion.  For the sake of simplicity, the domestic firm’s 

                                                
7Anderson et al.(1995) analyze antidumping tariffs in a Bertrand and Cournot model and find similarly that 
no intervention would be optimal for the domestic government.  Blonigen et al.(1999) also find in 
computable general equilibrium model that duties placed on “unfairly" traded imports have significant 
welfare costs. 
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output x  is produced only for its home market while the foreign firm sells all of 

its output y in the domestic market.8  Total domestic supply of the good is given 

by Q y x= +  and P(Q) denotes the domestic inverse demand for the good.  

Within the Cournot duopolistic interaction, quantities act as strategic substitutes:  

a marginal increase of the foreign firm supply reduces the domestic firm 

marginal profit.  The domestic firm has to reduce its own supply in order to 

restore its profit maximization condition, i.e., a zero marginal profit.  

In this case, we analyze the welfare impact of a foreign strategic subsidy 

when the domestic government pursues a unilateral laissez-faire trade policy:  no 

tariff revenue is collected nor is a domestic subsidy granted.  Domestic welfare 

W  is thus given by the sum of consumer surplus CS  and domestic profit π :   

 

 W=CS+π  (1) 

where CS is given by:   

 

 ( )
0

Q

P( ) d P Q Qν ν⋅ − ⋅∫  (2) 

 

The domestic (foreign) production technologies are based on a constant marginal 

cost *c (c )  and a fixed cost *F (F )9 . We assume that the foreign government 

policy consists of choosing the per-unit strategic export subsidy level *s  to 

maximize foreign welfare.  Domestic and foreign profits are, respectively:   

 

 (x,y)=(P(Q)-c) x-Fπ ⋅  (3) 

 

                                                
8 This setup is therefore slightly different from the standard Brander-Spencer model in which the 
countries’ two duopolies compete in a third market.   
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 * * * *(x,y)=(P(Q)-c +s ) y - Fπ ⋅  (4) 

 

As in the standard case, the strategic rent shifting effect allowed by the foreign 

subsidy can be shown by computing and differentiating the first order conditions 

for domestic and foreign profit maximization in the duopoly:   

 

 
( ),

' 0x

d x y
P c x P

dx

π
π = = − + ⋅ =  (5) 

 

 

 
( )

*

*
* *,

' 0
y

d x y
P c s y P
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π
π = = − + + ⋅ =  (6) 

 

where P'=dP/dQ<0 . Following Brander and Spencer (1985), at the Cournot-

Nash equilibrium, the foreign optimal strategic subsidy, denoted by *s% , is given 

by:   

 

 * *

* *
*

* *

/ /
'

/ /
xy

x x
xx

dx ds dx ds
s y P

dy ds dy ds

π
π π

π
= ⋅ = − ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅%  (7) 

where:   

 

2 2 2 2* * *
xx xy x yx y yy/ x , / y, / x, / yπ π π π π π π π= ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂         (8) 

 

Assuming stability of the Nash equilibrium and that decision variables are 

strategic substitutes, we have the standard result that the foreign optimal export 

                                                                                                                              
9Foreign variables are denoted with an asterisk.  Subscripts refer to derivatives. 
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subsidy is positive.  As is well known in these models, domestic output falls as a 

consequence of the subsidy, *dx/ds <0 , while foreign output rises: *dy/ds >0 . 

Moreover, foreign output rises more than domestic output falls so that total 

supply in the domestic market rises, i.e., *dQ/ds >0 .  

From a domestic welfare viewpoint, Dixit (1988) and Collie (1991b) have 

shown that foreign subsidies are desirable when the domestic government can 

respond optimally through the extraction of the shifted rent with a tariff on 

imports.  However, Brander and Spencer (1984) had also shown that, with no 

domestic production, the efficient response to foreign firm market power can be 

an import subsidy.10  We ask a different question:  are foreign subsidies harmful 

when the domestic government’s policy is free trade?  In other words, if a 

government decides to follow the simplest of all trade rules (non-intervention), 

will domestic welfare be hurt by the foreign attempts to increase firm rents.   

Taking into account the situation where the foreign government sets the 

optimal value of the subsidy, we compute the domestic welfare change in a 

hypothetic situation where the optimal subsidy level is increased at the margin.  

If the domestic welfare varies positively (negatively) with the foreign subsidy, 

then the foreign use of subsidy is domestically welfare improving (worsening) if 

the domestic government retains a laissez-faire policy.11   

Consider first domestic welfare, which can be re-written as:   

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
0

Q

W P d P Q Q P c Q Fν ν= ⋅ − ⋅ + − ⋅ −∫  (9) 

 

                                                
10When the domestic demand is very convex. 
11We assume that the domestic welfare varies monotonically with the optimal level of the foreign export 
subsidy. 
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The domestic welfare effect of a change in the foreign subsidy s* is given by the 

sum of consumers and firm profit effects:12 

 

 
* * *

dW dCS d

ds ds ds

π
= +  (10) 

 

The domestic consumer surplus effect of the subsidy increase is given by:   

 

 
* * * * *

' '
dCS dQ dQ dQ dQ

P P Q P Q P
ds ds ds ds ds

 = ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅  
 (11) 

 

Expression (11) shows that the consumer surplus rises with an increase in the 

foreign subsidy since overall supply increases *(dQ/ds >0)  and the demand curve 

is downward sloping (P'<0) . 

On the other hand, the effect of the subsidy change on domestic profits is 

given by:   

 

 ( )* * *
' 0

d dx dQ
P c x P

ds ds ds

π
= − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ <  (12) 

 

Since we know that *dx/ds <0  and that overall supply rises, domestic profit 

falls with the increase in the foreign subsidy.  Given that Q = x + y, the overall 

domestic welfare effect of a subsidy increase is therefore given by:   

 

 ( )* * *
' '

dW dy dx
y P P c y P

ds ds ds
= − ⋅ ⋅ + − − ⋅ ⋅  (13) 

                                                
12One can argue that s* is determined endogenously and depends on π or, more accurately, on c. If we 
assume that c is constant then s* depends exclusively on parameters exogenous to domestic firm 
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Thus, an increase of the foreign subsidy will increase domestic welfare if:   

 

 ( )* * *
0 ' ' 0

dW dy dx
y P P c y P

ds ds ds
> ⇔ − ⋅ ⋅ + − − ⋅ ⋅ >  (14) 

Dividing the right hand side of this expression by P yields:   

 

 
* *

' '
0

y P dy P c y P dx

P P Pds ds

− ⋅ − ⋅   ⋅ + − ⋅ >      
 (15) 

 

Let ε denote the price elasticity of the inverse demand on the home market and 

*z,(z ) , the market share of the domestic (foreign) firm :   

 

 *

'

P x y
z z

Q P Q Q
ε ≡ ≡ ≡

− ⋅
   (16) 

 

By using (16), we can rewrite condition (15) as:   

 

 
*

* * *
0

z dx dy P c dx

Pds ds dsε
−   ⋅ + + ⋅ >      

 (17) 

 

In (17), the first term (positive) exhibits a consumption effect due to the net 

supply variation of the good in the domestic economy and the second term 

(negative) denotes a domestic firm profit effect due to the loss of the domestic 

firm as it reduces its output.  

Condition (17) shows that the smaller is the foreign share in the domestic 

market, the smaller is the positive consumption effect of the increased subsidy 

                                                                                                                              
characteristics (see Collie (1991b) for an analogous derivation method). 
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and the more likely that the domestic firm profit negative effect will dominate.  

In a Cournot duopoly, a low foreign firm market share in the domestic market 

implies a high foreign marginal cost relative to the domestic firm marginal cost.  

As shown by Neary (1994), such a situation implies an intrinsically low optimal 

foreign strategic export subsidy:  the profit shifting effect of the export subsidy 

is low.  Paradoxically, domestic consumers are thus negatively affected by the 

inefficiency of the foreign firm.  In addition, the more elastic domestic demand, 

the less important will be the consumption positive effect. In the limit, a 

perfectly elastic domestic demand curve will mean that the only effect will be 

the domestic firm profit negative effect.  These conditions for a welfare 

improvement will hold for any foreign subsidy increase that causes domestic 

output to fall but overall supply in the domestic market to increase.  

Now what is the domestic welfare effect of a marginal increase in a subsidy 

chosen optimally (i.e.; * *s =s% ) by the foreign government?  We can use the 

domestic firm’s first-order conditions (6) as well as the definition of ε  to re-

write the domestic price-cost markup as:   

 

 
' 'P c x P x Q P z

P P Q P ε
− ⋅ − ⋅

= − = ⋅ =  (18) 

 

Using (18) along with the formula for the optimal foreign subsidy (7) allows us 

to provide another version of the condition (17) for a domestic welfare 

improvement:   

 

 
* *

* *
/

z z dx dy P c z

Pds dsε ε ε
  − + ⋅ ⋅ > −      % %

 (19) 

 

Condition (19) is equivalent to:   
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* *

'

s z

y Pε ε
> −

⋅ ⋅
%

 (20) 
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Proposition 1:  With strategic substitutes, an increase in the optimal foreign 

strategic subsidy increases the welfare of a laissez-faire domestic economy, as 

long as the foreign firm’s price in the domestic market exceeds its own marginal 

production cost.  

 

If the foreign firm is selling below its production cost then a marginal 

increase in the optimal foreign export subsidy will decrease domestic welfare.  

One might be tempted to interpret this result as a justification for antidumping 

and countervailing duty laws—if the foreign firm is uncompetitive and must use 

a subsidy to overcome its high costs, then the domestic consumer benefits of the 

lower prices is outweighed by the “inappropriate" shifting of profits from the 

cost-efficient domestic firm.  However, would it ever make economic sense for 

the foreign government to subsidize a loss-making firm?  In particular, since 

foreign welfare is given by 

 

 * * * * * * *W  = (P(Q) - c + s ) y - F -s y = (P(Q) - c ) y - F⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (25) 

 

any positive foreign production yields negative welfare.  Thus, no foreign 

subsidy and no foreign production should occur for governments with this 

objective function. 

If instead the foreign firm does cover its costs through exports to the 

domestic market, then an increase in the foreign government’s optimal subsidy 

will increase domestic consumer welfare enough to offset any profit loss.  When 

might the foreign subsidy increase beyond the original optimal level?   

One possibility is that the foreign government might inadvertently increase 

the subsidy beyond the optimal level, say, because of poor information about the 

foreign firm market structure.  This increased subsidy will increase overall 
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foreign firm output beyond the optimal level; i.e., too much output, too low a 

price, and too high of a subsidy cost.  Nonetheless, as long as the foreign firm is 

not dumping, then the falling prices in the domestic market is beneficial to 

overall domestic welfare.  This result is not that different from standard perfectly 

competitive frameworks—a subsidy generally will help consumers more than it 

hurts domestic firms.  

 

2.2  Bertrand Competition–Strategic Complements. 

Consider now the Bertrand duopoly case.  Denote the domestic demand for the 

domestic firm output (the foreign firm output) by * *x(P,P ) (y(P,P )) , 

where * ** ** * *W = (P(Q) - c+ s)y - F-sy = (P(Q) - c)y - F⋅ ⋅ ⋅  is the price set by the domestic firm (foreign firm). We assume 

that the domestic and foreign goods are imperfect substitutes in domestic 

consumption, *P
x >0  and Py >0  so that prices act as strategic complements:  a 

marginal increase of the foreign firm price increases the domestic firm marginal 

profit.  The domestic firm has to increase its own price in order to restore its 

profit maximization condition, i.e.; a zero marginal profit.  

In this case, the foreign trade policy consists of committing to impose an 

export tax *t  on the output sold by the foreign firm in the domestic market.  

Domestic firm and foreign firm profit functions are, respectively:   

 

 * *(P,P ) = (P-c) x(P,P ) - Fπ ⋅  (26) 

 

 

 * * * * * * * *(P,P ,t ) = (P-c -t ) y(P,P ,t ) - Fπ ⋅  (27) 
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Taking *t  as given, firms set prices in a Bertrand context in order to maximize 

their profits.  First order conditions are given by:   

 

 ( ) 0P Px P c x
P

π
π

∂
= = ⋅ − + =

∂
 (28) 

 

 

 ( )* **

*
* * *

*
0

PP
y P c t y

P

π
π

∂
= = ⋅ − − + =

∂
 (29) 

 

Differentiation of first-order conditions and standard computation gives the 

effect of the foreign export tax on domestic and foreign strategic variables:   

 

 
*

* *

,
0, 0

dP dP

dt dt
> >  (30) 

The optimal foreign export tax value denoted by *t%  emerges from the foreign 

government welfare maximization problem:   

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*
* * * * * * * * * * *, , ,

t
max W t P t P t t t y P t P tπ    = + ⋅     (31) 

and equals:   

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
*

* * *

* * *
* *

/P

P

dP t dP ty
t P c

y dt dt

 
 = − − ⋅ ⋅
  

%  (32) 

 

Expression (17) shows that if the foreign price exceeds foreign cost (i.e., 

* *P -c >0 ), then the optimal policy of the foreign government concerned only 

with firm profit would be an export tax.  If the opposite is true (i.e., * *P -c <0 ), 
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then one might expect an optimal export subsidy and the foreign government in 

fact would not intervene:  as in the previous section, it is clear from the 

definition of foreign welfare that foreign profit net of the tax will always be 

negative for * *P -c <0 . The foreign firm will therefore shut down without the 

subsidy.  

Consider now the welfare W  of the domestic country, defined in a way 

analogous to (1):   

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )*

*

*, , ,
P P

W x P d y P d P Pν ν ν ν π
∞ ∞

= ⋅ + ⋅ +∫ ∫  (33) 

 

For an arbitrary change in the foreign intervention, we have  

 

 ( ) *

* *

* * * *P

dW dP dP dP
x y P c x

dt dt dt dt
= − ⋅ − ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅  (34) 

 

In the right-hand side of (34), the first two terms show the consumption 

effect of the foreign intervention:  an export tax increase, with a consequent rise 

in domestic and foreign prices, will hurt consumers.  The third term is the 

domestic profit effect:  a foreign price increase allows for the domestic firm to 

increase its sales and hence its profits.  If the profit effect outweighs the 

consumption effect then the foreign export tax increase improves domestic 

welfare.  

Assume that the foreign government chooses *t  optimally.  The domestic 

welfare effect of a marginal change in the neighborhood of the optimal value *t%  

is obtained by combining * *dP /dt  from (32) the optimal intervention condition 

with (34):   
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 ( )( ) ( )* * *

*

* * *
* * *

1
| P

t t P
P

ydW dP
x y P c x P c P

ydt dt t=

  
= ⋅ − − + − ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅      

% %
 (35) 

 

In (35), assume that the foreign firm is selling above its marginal cost (i.e., 

* *P -c >0 ). Since we have Py <0  and P*y >0 , the domestic welfare effect of the 

optimal foreign export tax increase will depend on whether 

( )( )*P
x y P c x− − + − ⋅  is positive.  This condition simply shows the induced 

marginal impact on domestic consumers as domestic and foreign prices rise as 

well as the marginal domestic firm profit effect due to the foreign price increase.  

Using (35), we can rewrite the condition for a domestic welfare improvement 

as:   

 

 
*

* *

* *
/

1 , P

x y P

yP c P t y

P P y xP cε

  −
> ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − +  −   

%
 (36) 

with 
*

/ *x y

x P

xP
ε

∂
= ⋅

∂
 .  

 

Condition (36) relates the domestic price-cost markup to two domestic 

demand parameters:  the cross-price elasticity of domestic demand εx/y and the 

degree of products differentiation.  

First, if x/y  ε is sufficiently high, then the increase in the foreign tax is 

welfare-improving.  This means that the domestic firm could see sufficient 

strength in domestic sales and the subsequent higher domestic profits to offset 

the increased burden on domestic consumers.  Thus, unlike the Cournot case, it 

is not enough to show that foreign firms are not dumping for the foreign scheme 
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to be welfare-enhancing:  it depends on how much domestic consumers switch 

their consumption of domestic output relatively to foreign output as prices 

increase as a consequence of the foreign government intervention.  

Second, in the case of linear demands, P* P-y /y  can be considered the brands’ 

measure of differentiation (BMD). In particular, suppose that differentiated 

demands are given by x=a-bP+cP*  and y=a+cP-bP*  then the BMD is given 

by 
*P

P

y

y
−  which equals 

c

b
. Thus, a BMD is close to zero (one) for highly 

differentiated (almost homogeneous) brands13 .  

It is clear from (36) that as BMD approaches zero, the more likely it is that 

an increase in the foreign export intervention will improve domestic welfare---

close substitutes makes the price collusion device induced by the export tax 

more difficult to implement.  The reverse is true---as the degree of 

differentiation rises (i.e., BMD approaches 1), the less likely it is that the 

increased foreign intervention will increase domestic welfare.  

The following proposition summarizes the interpretation of condition (36):   

 

Proposition 2:  With strategic complements and domestic laissez-faire, an 

increase in the optimal foreign intervention is more likely to increase domestic 

welfare:  a) the larger is x/yε  b) the less differentiated are the domestic and 

foreign products c) the larger is the domestic price-cost markup d) the smaller 

the value of foreign imports relative to the value of domestic production. 

 

 

 

                                                
13See Beath and Katsoulacos (1991) for a related discussion. 
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3.  Concluding remarks 

Within a duopoly model of strategic trade policy, we have studied the welfare 

implications of a domestic government’s passive response to a foreign strategic 
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 One should also recognize that many of the basic results of this paper 

arise out of the second-best world we are analyzing.14  In the Cournot case, we 

see that the initial Nash equilibrium entails too little world production because of 

the oligopolistic nature of the Nash competition.  The foreign export subsidy 

increases production, decreases prices, and benefits domestic consumers in 

excess of the domestic profit loss.  Not surprisingly, government intervention in 

a distorted market allows for possible welfare improvement.  The Bertrand case 

is the mirror image.  While the foreign intervention may result in a domestic 

welfare improvement, it need not.  Once again, the ambiguity of the impact of 

the intervention is not surprising since we are in a distorted market to begin with.   

 In short, we have provided yet another argument for governments 

resisting the temptation to intervene in international trade, even in the presence 

of oligopolistic rents and aggressive foreign intervention.   

                                                
14 This helpful interpretation was provided by a referee.   
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